Friday, April 13th

8:00 a.m. Check In/Registration – Sangamon Auditorium Lobby (PAC)
9:00-10:00 a.m. Oral Presentation Session #1 – Public Affairs Center (PAC)

**Natural & Social Sciences** (Moderator – Rebecca Landsberg)  PAC G
9:00-9:15 Seham Atuallah* (Patrick Mullen – Mentor) “Impact of Cultural Diversity on Organizational Leadership”
9:15-9:30 Wesley Hill* (Karen Mooney – Mentor) “College Students’ Self-perception and Behavior Problems: A Person Oriented Approach”
9:30-9:45 Mark Frakes* (Layne Morsch, Lucia Vazquez & Rebecca Landsberg – Mentors) “Separation and Identification of Components from Juniperus sabina: Extract that Negatively Impact the Growth and Survival of Hela Cells”
9:45-10:00 Leslie Worrell* (Rebecca Landsberg – Mentor) “Fate Mapping of the Inferior Olivary Nucleus Utilizing Dual Gene Recombinases”

**Natural & Social Sciences** (Moderator – Frances Shen)  PAC F
9:00-9:15 Djamilatou Adom* (Daoai Nieuw – Mentor) “Pseudokinase Trb3 Exerts an Antiproliferative Effect and Promotes a G2/M Phase Arrest in Prostate Cancer Cell Line, PC-3”
9:45-10:00 Jasmine Torres-Gonzalez,* Ashundria Oliver* (Haley Self - Mentor) “An Investigation of Undocumented Immigrant Youth Across the United States”

**Humanities** (Moderator – Meagan Cass)  PAC B3
9:00-9:15 Kati Maseeman* (Meagan Cass - Mentor) “Short Fiction Reading: Untitled [Weeping Willow]”
9:45-10:00 Jacob Daniels* (Ethan Lewis & Donna Bussell - Mentors) “Under the Sun: The Swan of Mantua in the Shadow of Milton—Search for the Gotterfunken”

**Humanities** (Moderator – Patricia Oman)  PAC 3G
9:00-9:15 Kristen Chenoweth* (Ethan Lewis - Mentor) “One Un, Three Poets: Reading Proleptically to Make New Meaning of Keats’ Ode on a Grecian Unn”
9:15-9:30 Ashley Head* (Patricia Oman - Mentor) “The Grapes of Wrath and the Wrath of Industrialism”
9:45-10:00 Ashley Stevens* (Patricia Oman - Mentor) “I’ll Take My Stand in Gone with the Wind”

10:15-11:15 a.m. Oral Presentation Session #2 – Public Aff airs Center (PAC)

**Humanities** (Moderator – Roxanne Kurtz)  PAC G
10:15-10:30 Matt Bernico* (Roxanne Kurtz - Mentor) “Are Feminism and Multiculturalism Opposed?”
10:30-10:45 Spencer Wright* (Roxanne Kurtz - Mentor) “On Liberal Multiculturalism and Feminism”
10:45-11:00 Lacey Jean Frye* (Meagan Cass -Mentor) “Common Law Wife: A Creative Writing Reading”
11:00-11:15 Kristen Chenoweth* (Donna Bussell - Mentor) “Conversations on Technology in the Writing Classroom: A Discourse Analysis”

**Natural Science** (Moderator – John Martin)  PAC 3F
10:45-11:00 Cheng Fan* (John Martin - Mentor) “The Radial Velocity of Epsilon Aurigae”
11:00-11:15 Joshua Massey* (John Martin - Mentor) “Detecting the Dark Disk that Obscures Epsilon Aurigae”

**Humanities** (Moderator – Tena Helton)  PAC B3
10:15-10:30 Taylor Moore* (Julie Perino - Mentor) “Coming Alive to Myself: A Creative Writing Reading”
10:30-10:45 Katrina Salvador* (Julie Perino - Mentor) “Writing a Portfolio, Building a Website, Adapting to Genre Expectations”
10:45-11:00 Sarah L. Collins* (Tena Helton - Mentor) “The Southern Husband Outwitted by His Union Wife: A Critical Introduction”

**Humanities** (Moderator – Patricia Oman)  PAC 3G
10:15-10:30 Ashleigh Hall* (Patricia Oman - Mentor) “Masters and The Sangamon”
10:30-10:45 Rachel Neudahl* (Patricia Oman - Mentor) “Southern Distinction Ends in Massacre of Teens: The Regional Demon in The Texas Chainsaw Massacre”
10:45-11:00 Rachel Pinkston* (Patricia Oman - Mentor) “Hometown Memories Are More Than Skin Deep: Gothic Place in Stephen King’s It”
11:00-11:15 Conor Tinch* (Patricia Oman - Mentor) “The Hunger Games and the Rejection of Regionalism”

11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Poster Session/Art Exhibition/Music Performances – Sangamon Auditorium Lobby (PAC)

**Posters**
P1 - Kristoffer Barrington,* Andrew Hathaway* & Karen Reinke (Mentor) “Delayed Disengagement and Speeded Orienting Are Differentially Effected by Exposure Duration”
P2 - Julia Capestrain* & Karen S. Mooney (Mentor) “The Quality of Traditional and Nontraditional College Students’ Romantic Relationships”
P3 - Joel A. S. Dukett,* Kristina Dzara (Mentor), Frances C. Shen (Mentor), & Gaurav Jain “Attitudes and Perceptions of Undergraduate Psychology Students toward Psychiatry and Mental Health Professionals”
P5 - Rebecca Goldsborough* & Frances Shen (Mentor) “Impact of Asian Values and Experiences of Discrimination on Internalized Homonegativity and Well-Being Among Asian American LGB”

P6 - Martha Rubio* & Shuang-Yueh Pui (Mentor) “The Effect of Choice Size on Choice Deferral Among Indecisives”

P7 - Rachel Tohme, Kaitlin Easton,* Carrie Switzer & Frances Shen (Mentors) “Racial/Ethnic Differences in Academic Self-Efficacy and Motivation to Attend College”

P8 - Stacey Windisch,* Lucy Parker,* Andrew Hathaway,* Robert Torrence* & Frances Shen (Mentor) “Impact of Parental Pressure, Parental Support, and Stereotyping on Asian Americans’ Career Development”

P9 - Ben Bridwell* & Hua Chen (Mentor) “Carbon and Nitrogen Storage in Natural Illinois Wetlands: Comparing Marshes and Sedge Meadows”

P10 - Morgan Diffenderfer* & Amy McEuen (Mentor) “The Effect of Herbivory on Agastache foeniculum, Liatris aspera and Tradescantia bracteata Establishment in a Recently Reconstructed Tallgrass Prairie”

P11 - Gregory R. Fretz* & Dennis R. Ruez, Jr. (Mentor) “Larval Site Selection and Diet Composition of River Otters (Lontra canadensis) in a Restored Illinois Floodplain”

P12 - Angela George,* Patrick Holland,* & Rebecca Landsberg (Mentor) “Overexpression of Proneural Genes in the Embryonic Hindbrain Utilizing In Vitro Electroporation Techniques”

P13 - Brittny Meyer,* Harrison Schuster* & Layne A. Morsch (Mentor) “Green Organic Reactions in Aqueous Media”

P14 - John Novak* & Layne A. Morsch (Mentor) “Inhibition Kinetics of Carboxypeptidase B”

P15 - Kyle C. Pratt* & Marc A. Klingshirn (Mentor) “Your Styrofoam Cup’s Second Coming”


P18 - Jen L. Vogel* & Marc A. Klingshirn (Mentor) “Going Nuts Over Carbon Dioxide”

P19 - Grace Ramena,* Vijay Waila, Yang Yu,* & Randolph Elble (Mentor) “CLCA2 is a Self-Cleaving Metalloprotease that Suppresses Growth of Human Breast Cancer Cells”

P20 - Aarushi Sharma* & Randolph Elble (Mentor) “Treating Melanoma with Target-Specific Gene Therapy”

P21 - Yang Yu,* Vijay Waila & Randolph Elble (Mentor) “Loss of hCLCA4 Promotes EMT in Breast Cancer”

Art Exhibits
- Brad Balster* & Mike Miller (Mentor) “Collections”
- Karen Boerema* & Shane Harris (Mentor) “My Creative Process”
- Nick Davis* & Mike Miller (Mentor) “Emotions”
- Skan Jolly* & Mike Miller (Mentor) “Minds in Motion”
- Sara Joseph* & Mike Miller (Mentor) “Figure in Clay”
- Pablo Ramos-Nieves* & Mike Miller (Mentor) “Urban Surrealism”

Music Performances
- Elizabeth Heady, Anna Dang,* Meghan Lindstrom,* flutes; Andrew Dambrauskas,* oboe
- Gaelic Offering 1. Rose Cottage Catherine McMichael
- Kyle Pratt,* Bruce Underwood, Gary Kerr, alto saxophones; Gary Kerr, Jared Osland,* tenor saxophones
- Rule Britannia Arne Diamond State Rag Evans
- Byrd Davis, Juan Gonzalez,* trumpet; David Dang,* euphonium; David Miller,* tuba
- Byrd Davis, Sharon Graf, trumpets
- Poco Adagio Bimboni Allegro Telemann
- Abigail Walsh, flute; Sharon Graf, violin; Marque Haupert, cello
- Trio Sonata No. 1 Selections from Music for Three Abel

12:30-1:30 p.m. – Lunch for Symposium Participants and Faculty Mentors - PAC C/D
1:30-2:30 p.m. – Keynote Address - Cynthia Fisher - Brookens Auditorium
3:00 p.m. – Music Performances - PAC TV Studio

- Kyle Pratt,* Bruce Underwood, alto saxophones; Gary Kerr, Jared Osland,* tenor saxophones
- Rule Britannia Arne Diamond State Rag Evans
- Byrd Davis, Sharon Graf, trumpets
- Poco Adagio Bimboni Allegro Telemann
- Abigail Walsh, flute; Kate Reynolds,* piano; Lynn Fisher, cello
- Suite for Flute and Piano 5. Irlandaise Bolling
- Abigail Walsh, flute; Sharon Graf, violin; Marque Haupert, cello
- Trio Sonata No. 1 Selections from Music for Three Abel
- Sharon Graf, violin; Jonathan Perkins, viola; Lynn Fisher, cello
- Trio Haydn
- Elizabeth Jones, euphonium
- Fantasy for Horn, op.88 Malcolm Arnold
- Kaitlin Kasper,* euphonium; Andy VandeVoort, trombone; Stu Farris, tuba
- Byrd Davis, Aaron Duncan, trumpet; Jan Marie Arnold, horn; Matt Traeger, trombone; Stu Farris, tuba
- Arioso JS Bach La Cumparsita M. Rodriguez Canzon 1. Paul Peuerl When I’m Sixty Four Lennon & McCartney
- Just for Fun Steven Mattos Just a Closer Walk with Thee Arranged by Don Gillis

5:30 – 7:00 p.m.
- Large Ensembles Music Performances - PAC TV Studio
- Bonnie Jo Campbell Reception - Outside Brookens Auditorium
- Holtz Lecture - Bonnie Jo Campbell - Brookens Auditorium
- Bonnie Jo Campbell Reception & Book Signing – Outside Brookens Auditorium